Dr. Herrema out as kidnappers surrender

Gallagher ill so 18-day siege ends

THE SIEGE of Monastereris is over. It ended just before 10 o'clock last night when the kidnappers surrendered apparently because Eddie Gallagher fell seriously ill.

But Dr. Herrema emerged from his 36 days of captivity remarkably fit and well.

The 35-year-old Dutchman came through his ordeal with almost superhuman stamina.

After 60 hours behind the hijacked house in Clonmel, he was still capable of giving a Dutch radio station a long interview.

And after he was examined there, he was pronounced well enough to travel to Dublin.

On arrival at the Dutch government's residence in Dublin, he will be given a medical examination before being flown back to Amsterdam to see his family.

Then, to everyone's amazement, the Dutchman began his 18-day ordeal with a版权归 the Irish Independent

I want to stay here—Herrema

MARIAN COYLE BEING LED AWAY BY RELIEF BRANCH DETECTIVES

Provos offer amnesty

THE Provisional IRA last night offered a 36-hour amnesty to members of the Republic of Ireland political union.

The agreement was reached at a meeting between the Provisional IRA leadership and the Republic of Ireland political union.

However, the Provisional IRA leadership has not yet formally announced the amnesty.

The amnesty is expected to be announced later today.

The Provisional IRA leadership said it would not be bound by any agreement unless the Republic of Ireland political union formally endorses it.
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Manhunt cost over £3m.

Mounting the 18-day-long Monastereris siege involved the Irish Army, the Garda Síochána, and the Provisional IRA.

The manhunt cost over £3m. The Provisional IRA's attack on the Monastereris house resulted in a 18-day siege which lasted from November 3rd to November 21st.
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Softly, softly tactics broke the nerve barrier

CARDS fail in the Herrema saga as the Australian government, led by Prime Minister Harold Holt, successfully negotiated a peaceful settlement with Indonesia, leading to the withdrawal of Indonesian troops from the territory, thus breaking the deadlock.

...Meanwhile, the Australian government continued its efforts to calm the tensions and restore peace. The Prime Minister, in a series of meetings, pressed for a peaceful resolution, avoiding any confrontational stance. His diplomatic efforts were met with some success as the Indonesian government began to consider a negotiated settlement.

The situation in the region remained tense, but the Australian government's efforts were slowly proving successful. The Prime Minister's calm and measured approach was beginning to have an impact, as the Indonesian government showed a willingness to engage in talks.

A delegation of leaders met with the Prime Minister, and after several days of discussions, an agreement was reached. The Indonesian troops would be withdrawn from the region, and a mutual understanding would be established to prevent further incidents.

The Prime Minister's calm and measured approach had paid off, as the situation in the region began to stabilize. The Australian government's efforts were praised for their peaceful resolution, and the world held its breath in anticipation of the next steps.
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Joyful relief for Cooney

Bingo went on while history was made

"TWO for ladies 83... Tags II... all the nails' 99..." The women of Montserrat were at their weekly bingo session in the local hall last night unaware of the unique drama being played out just up the road.

Suddenly the bingo caller interrupted the norm and shouted: "Herrema is out. Herrema is out." No one knew what he meant, or why he was shouting, but then there was confusion and they broke into chattering and whispering.

The women moved to the side so that the ladies of Montserrat could hear "Bingo" and save their cash prizes and tickets.

18-day siege ends

Consular house siren, during the siege, led many of them to believe that the consulate had been shelled.

Earlier in the day, as the women were gathering to play their games, they became aware that the official siren was sounding. As the siren continued to sound, they grew concerned that something might be wrong.

The news of the siege had spread quickly, and the women of Montserrat were quick to mobilize. They gathered at the local hall, determined to support their fellow citizens in any way they could.

Mrs. Herrema flies in

A woman in Montserrat, Mrs. Herrema, flew into the region last night with her two children.

"I'm so relieved to be here," she said, "I've been worried sick about my family." She said that her family had been living in fear since the siege began, but that they were now safe.

The women of Montserrat were touched by Mrs. Herrema's devotion, and they gathered around her, offering words of comfort and support. They knew that the siege had been a harrowing experience, and they were grateful that Mrs. Herrema and her children had been able to escape.

Memories of the longest siege...

HERREMA 'A MAN OF STEEL' -LYNCH

Lynch, the former British prime minister, said: "Herrema is a true man of steel, holding out until the very end."

"He stood tall in his own home, even when the world seemed to have turned against him."

"Herrema's determination and resilience are a testament to his character, and to the enduring spirit of Montserrat."